Update 3.04.2020

Our environment is recovering and we’re working hard making sure it stays that way...

Air pollution in London has fallen so dramatically since the capital's Covid-19 lockdown, monitors used to measure toxicity are alerting the data collectors to possible faults with the reading. As a result of the coronavirus restrictions on movement, average air pollution levels have fallen to their lowest since recordings began in 2000, according to the London Air Quality Network. Good news...

Fleetline are helping...

To make sure that our carbon footprint is getting smaller all the time. Our State of the Art Bodyshop although on the cutting edge of modern technology has the following processes in place...

- We use low energy, low emission paint ovens along with water-based products
- Low energy consumption infra-red paint drying systems
- Cardboard /paper separated
- Baler used to compress cardboard for collection for recycling
- All waste products separated, placed in individual containers and collected by recycling companies
- Plastic parts stored and collected for recycling
- Metals and aluminium separated collected for recycling
- Tyres and wheel separated collected for recycling
- LED lighting with controllable levels operated on sensors by areas
- Controlled Heating operated on sensors by areas
- Working towards total paperless processes
- Conversion of electric hand tools to air were possible and practicable
- Extraction stations on individual sensors for demand only when required
- Public transport now used for one-way collections/deliveries instead of recovery truck to cut down on carbon footprint

This is a difficult time for everybody, and as we’re open supporting critical services to stay on the road. We’re there for everyone, Stay Safe

The Fleetline Team